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TRAFFIC PROBLEMS IN THE SWITCHING NETWORK 
OF SPACE DIVISION SWITCHING SYSTEMS OF THE PRX TYPE 

J. de Boer 

N. V. Philips' Telecommunicatie Industrie 

Hilversum. Netherlands 

Abstract 

The report discusses the traffic problems in the 
switching network of a semi-electronic exchange of 
the PRX type. For the solution of these problems use 
has been made of simulations to find the macro
structure (such as number of stages) of the network 
and, subsequently, of calculation methods for deter
mining the micro-structure. At the end, a few results 
are given. 
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1. Introduction: 

Philips' Telecommunicatie Industrie has developed 
a semi-electronic telephone system whose switching 
network is based on spaoe division, employs reed 
relays and is electronically controlled by a pro
cessor. The system is named PRX (for Processor 
controlled ~eed relay ~xchange). -
The present report disousses the struoture of the 
switching network and the associated traffic pro
blems of the local exchange of the PRX type. 
After a description of the simulations, the calcu
lation methods are outlined which have been used 
for determining the traffic capacity at given gra
des of service for various network designs. Final
ly, a few calculation results are provided • 

2. Switching network build-up 

In broad outlines it will be discussed below how 
the switching network is built up. 
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the Switching Network 
of a local PRX Exchange. 

Where in the text the word "free" is used, this 
means "not-engaged", whereas the word"available" 
refers to a free path between two discrete pOints. 
The subscribers are connected to the Line Link 
Network (LLN) which concentrates the traffic of a 
number of low-traffic subscribers' lines to a 
smaller number of high-traffic connecting circuits 
of two types (AJ type = A-junctor circuit for 
originating traffic and BJ t~pe ~ B-junctor cir
cuit for terminating traffic). The AJs form, 
jointly with the ITs (Incoming Trunk junctor cir
cuits), the inputs of the TLN (Trunk Link Network). 
Via a mixing switching network the AJs are there
fore connected to the BJs or OTs (Outgoing Trunk 
junctor circuits) which are to be considered as 
TLN outputs. 
To express the configuration more complete and 
exactl The TLN inputs are AJs, ITs and Ss (Senders 
of dial information), whereas the TLN 9utputs are 
BJs, OTs and Rs (Receivers of dial information). 
The Senders and Receivers, however, will not 
always explicitly mentioned hereafter for the sake 
of conciseness. 

When a calling subscriber (A-subscriber) wants to 
establish a connection, a free AJ as well as a 
free path from the subscriber to an AJ are sear
ched for. Once a free AJ has been seized, the dial 
information is passed on via this path to the AJ • 



When the destination (whioh m~ be outgoing or lo
cal) of the call has been deteoted, a free path 
from the AJ to the destination is sought, 
This destination may be an arbitrary OT of a oer
tain route or the desired called subsoriber (B
subscriber). 
What has been said in the above paragraph applies 
likewise to a oall ooming in at the TLN via an IT 
(instead of an AJ). If the destination is a B
subscriber a oombined free-path ohoioe in the TLN 
and the LLN makes it possible to searoh for a free 
BJ which is available to both AJ or IT and B
subscriber. 

There are three blooking probabilities whioh play 
a role in setting up oonnectionsl 

a. The probability that the oaller cannot find a 
free and available AJ. This, aotually, is a 
waiting problem because the line is held if 
there is no AJ immediately free and available. 
It is, however, oommon praotice to formulate 
this situation as a loss problem. 

b. The probability that no free and available OT 
of the desired outgoing trunk route oan be 
found for a certain AJ or IT. 

c. The probability that no free path to the desi
red B-subscriber oan be found for a vertain AJ 
or IT. 

3. Phases in the traffic study 

When designing the LLN and the TLN, we have to 
deal with two suocessive phases in the traffio 
stu4y for either of them. 

a. Determination of the essential characteristics 
of the switching network, such as the number of 
switching stages and the pattern of the conneo
tions between these stages. This is called the 
"macro-phase." 

b. After the structure of the switching network 
has been found in the maoro-phase, the subse
quent micro-phase deals with the determination 
of the design of the swit ohes, e.rld ',of the num
ber of AJs, BJs and OTs, in relation with the 
traffic and the prescribed loss probabilities. 

In the macro-phase use may be made of a general 
method which provides the loss probabilities 
for networks of different structures and va
rious link systems. To this end, a simulation 
method has been taken for the PRX exohange. 

In the micro-phase a great many oases having the 
same structure have to be calculated. An approx~ 
mating calculation which is applicable to this 
structure oan then be oarried out in an easier 
and more economioal way than a simulation. 
In the following sections we shall go in grea
ter detail into the simulations and calcula
tions adopted for the PRX exchange. 

4. The simulation method used. 

The method oan be considered as a elaborated ver
sion of NEASIM~ 
The following subjeots will successively be dis
cussedl the essential characteristios of the 
method, the execution, the advantages and dis
advantages. 
The simulation will not comprise the entire LLN 
and TLN switching network with a specification of 
the interrelated time sequence of oonnections set 
up and broken down. Instead, only those connec
tion paths will be incorporated in the simulation 
that are of direct importance for the loss proba
bilities (i.e. a point-to-point diagram), and the 
free or engaged condition of the links in this 
diagram will be considered only at those moments 
that a call is initiated. This implies that for 
each link stage of the diagram a certain plausible 
distribution of the number of engaged links is 
presupposed,. The distributions for the various 
stages are oonsidered to be independent of one 
another. There will be the more truth in it 
according as the point-to-point diagram covers a 

smaller por tion of the whole switching network. 
The distribution may be numerically introduced 
or calculated from the formulae for a binomial, 
Engset or Erlang distribution. This is an expan
sion ,.,he. compared with NEASIM where only binomial 
distributions are possible. 
At a "call" 'moment a sample from the distribution 
of each stage is drawn, which then indicates how 
many links in th~s stage are engaged. 
Going from the left to the right in the diagram, 
we can thus examine how many switches are availa
ble in the subsequent switohing stages from the 
left-hand pOint. Whethe~ or not a call will be 
effective depends on whether or not the right
hand point is available. By repeating this proce
dure a sufficient number of times, we obtain a 
point estimate (and a confidence interval) for the 
loss probability. Furthermore, it is possible to 
examine the distribution of the number of availa
ble switches in each switching stage. The signi
fioance of this will become apparent when the 
grade of service of the AJ (or IT)~B-subscriber 
connection is determined; moreover, these distri 
butions may be utilized for tracing program faults. 

The advantage of this simulation method is that it 
is applicable to 'networks of any structure. The 
disadvantages arel 

a. Just on account of this general applioability, 
the pattern of the point-to-point diagram must 
be introduced link by link, which is a time
consuming matter with large diagrams. 

b. Owing to the statistical nature of the method 
the point estimate of the loss probability is, 
as a rule, not reproducible, whereas the confi
dence interval for low probability values often 
is relatively great. The latter disadvantage 
can of course be remedied by taking more sam
ples. This, however, will make the simulation 
very expensive. 

5. General principles of the oalculations 

After the maoro-phase, the network structure is 
known. We then may try to substitute an approxima
ting oalculation (which is more appropriate for 
the structure seleoted and, hence, forms a more 
economical method) for the simulation. This, 
indeed, has been done for the PRX exchange. 
The oalculations are also based on the point-to
point diagram and on given distributions of the 
number of engaged links in the various stages. 
In this case, however, the distribution of the 
number of available switches in a stage and the 
loss probability are found from the g'iven distri
butions with the aid of formulae (instead of 
drawn samples.) With the TLN this is possible only 
when a few approximations are used for the compli
cated link configuration whioh occurs in the cen
tral stages of the point-to-point diagram of the 
structure selected. 
The calculations - which are checked against the 
results of the simulations - give a reproduoible 
lOBS probability value and are less expensive than 
the simulations. For this reason, they may be used 
for drawing up tables for the structure selected. 
~dditionally - which is often done - the traffio 
permissible for a prescribed loss probability is 
determined by means of iteration from calculations 
which produce the loss probability for a given 
traffic flow. 

In the seotions below the iterations will not oome 
under discussion. Only the calculation method for 
defining the loss probability for a given traffic 
flow will be dealt with. 

6. List of symbols used 

~ number of C-switches which in prinoiple are 
available to a subscriber. 

- number of AJs (or BJs) whose £ree or enga
ged condition is simultaneously deteoted 
in one processor cycle. 

a n In c g 
nBJ) - number of AJs (or BJs) which in prin
ciple are available to a subscriber. 

~ R.F. Grantges and N .R. Sino,."i tz, Bell System Technic al Journal, Vol. 43, nr.3 (Hay 1964) p. 965-1004. 
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Uc (or uc2) - number of AJs connected to one C-
1 sWitch. 

Uc 1B(or uC2B) 
switcli • 

ne 1 • number of 
oonnected 

nC2 - number of 
connected 

nC1B- number of 
oonnected 

nC2B- number of 
oonneoted 

number of BJs connected to one C-

C-switches among nC, which are 
to u AJs. 
C-swrtches among ne, which are 
to uC2 AJs. 
C-switches among nc, which are 
to uC1B AJs. 
C-switches among nc, which are 
to uC2B AJs. 

nRS • nC2/ng 

nRSB- nc 2:s1ng 
g(k). probability that a free subscriber has ac

cess to k C-switohes. 
fAB(i) - probability that i AB-links in the LLN 

are engaged at the moment that the A-sub
scriber calls .or the B-subscriber is called. 

nBC = rate of occupancy of the BC-links in the LL~ 

nA(or nB) - number of outlets of the A-stage 
(or a B-switch) in the point-to-point dia
gram for the subscriber-to-AJ-connection • 

N • number of subscribers per rack (i.e. 768 
or 1024). 

nTAJ(nTBJ ) - total number .of AJB (or BJ) per N 
subscribers. 

o • originating traffic per subscriber. 
at • terminating traffic per subscriber • 
nD - number of outlets of the D-stage in the 

point-to-point diagram for the AJ (or IT)
to-OT connection. 

nu - number of lines of an internal route or an 
external outgoing route connected to the 
TLN. 

au • traffic offered to the group of ~ lines. 
i-number of inlets of a G-switch. 
f; (j) _ probability that j inputs of a G-switch 

G are free. 
EF • rate of occupancy of the EF-links of the 

TLB. 
fDE(k) - probability that at a "call" moment k E

·swi tches are available. 
fG(j) • probability that j G-switches are availa

ble. 
iD • number of inputs of aD-switch. 

7. Congestion on the caller-to-AJ.connection and dis
tribution of the required number of cycles. 

The LLN consists of three switching stagesl A, B 
and C. There are different types, depending on the· 
traffic per subscriber. With light traffic the 
A-stage is formed by a transposition having 16 in
lets and 8 outlets, whereas the B-stage has 8 x 4 
switching matrices and the C-stage 8 x 4 or 8 x 8 
(depending on the traffio) switching matrices. 
With heavy traffic the A-stage is composed of 
normal switches. The dimensions of the A, B and 
C-stages then arel 4 x 4, 8 x 4~and 8 x 4 or 
8 x 8, respectively. 
The above transposition is formed by 4 groups of 
4 subscribers who each have access to 4 out of 
the 8 outlets. A diagram of this configuration is 
given in Fig. 2. 

Fig 21 
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Subscriber transposition in the LLN of 
the PBX exchange. 
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With light traffic, an AB-group is composed of 
64 subscribers. 8 of such groups (re~resenting 
512 subscribers) form one ABC-group (see Fig. 3). 

A c 
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91'OuJ' of 

'" ~~bSC'l'. L!......!==......L...!...._...L-.....J 

'If pr 128 
outlets 

Fig 31 LLN configuration with light traffio. 

The AJs and BJs are ~onnected to the outlets of 
the C-switches. 1024 subscribers have the dispo
sal of one AJ-group and one BJ-group. This means 
that these subscribers are multipled to a greater 
or lesser extent over 2 groups of ,12. 

With heavy traffic an AB-EP'oup has 32 subscribers, 
whereas 8 of such groups li.e. 256 subscribers) 
form one ABC group. 768 subscribers have an AJ
group and a BJ-group at their disposal, which im
plies that they are multipled over 3 groups of 
256. 
If nAJ AJs are available to the caller, then they 
are distributed over the C-switches as followsl 

nC 1 C-switches have Uc 1 AJs, where uC1 • [nAJ/nc] -
greatest integral number which is equal to or less 
than nAJ/nc. 
nC2 • nC - nC1 C-swi tches have uC2 AJs., where 

uC2 • u C1 + 1. 

Hence nC1.-nC.uC2 - nAJ" 

A certain number of AJs is scanned by the proces-. 
sor in one cycle to detect whether they are free 
and whether they are available to the A-subscriber. 
If in the first cycle one o~ more AJs are found to 
be free and available, then only 1 cycle is neoes
sary for deteoting an AJ. If none was found free 
and available, a second cycle will be necess~ry. 
The distribution of the number of oyclesrequired 
is of importance for the processor load and, for 
this reason, is determined simultaneously with the 
loss probability. To this end, we shall have to go 
into this cycle procedure in greater detail. This 
is done with the aid of the following model. 
Suppose that in 1 cycle the free or engaged condi
tioning of n AJs is detected and that all these 
AJs are conn~cted to different C-switches. The 
nC C-switches are "distributed" over ns cycles 
(so nC - ns.ng ). In the ns cycles nC AJs are 
therefore scanned. 
If nAJ is a multiple of nC (i.e. nC2 • 0), then 
all AJs will have had a turn after uc,.ns cycles. 
IfnAJ is not a multiple of nC (nC2 r 0), then 
nC2 AJs will not yet have been dealt with. This 
"balance" group of nC2 AJs forms nRS "balance" 
cycles, in whibh case all C-switches in these 
cycles have uC2 AJs·. 
In this description it is assumed that the 
"balance" cycles are performed after a maximum 
number of times (viz. uC1 times) ns cycles have 



been carried out. It is, however, also possible 
that the "balance" cycles occur invariably after 
ns or 2ns or 3ns --- etc. cycles or that their 
"position" changes. The motive for the latter 
possibility, for instanoe, may be to have the load 
distributad over the AJs as uniformly as possible. 
The distribution of the number of ·cyoles required 
depends on the "position" of the "balance" group 
and, therefore, is a conditionai distribution. 

For the calculations we first must know distri
but·ion g(k) of the number of C-swi tches to which 
an A-subscriber has access. 
This distribution can be found with the aid of 
the following point-to-point diagram 1 

c 
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Fig 41 Point-to-point di~gram for the subscriber
to-AJ conneotion • . 

The number of oonneotions between aC-switoh and 
the fio~itions point AJ is uC1 or uC2. Regarding 
the distributions used, the following may be put· 
forward 1 

a. Distribution fAB(i) of the number of links 
engaged at a "oall" moment among the nA AB
links has been derived by Miss Jung for the 
case that a transposition is used in the A
stage. ·For the sake of brevity ·it will not be 
discussed he.re how this result was derived. 
If there is a 4%4 switohing matrix in the A
stage, then fAB(i) will be an Engset distri
bution. 

b. A binomial distribution with p.~BC is assumed 
for the BC-links, \BC being oaloUlated from 
the traffio per suosoriber and the dimensions 

. of. the s·wi tohing matrices. 

o. An Erlang distribution is assumed ·for the 
group · of nTAJ AJs. 

Using the assumptions, we find. 

.. k nA . nB.i nBi - k 
g(k). '" . (1-· 1BC)· &0 fAB(nA-i).( k · )~BC 

(k .0·,1 ,--,nc, 

The probabilities that k, of the nC1' ~ k-k, 
of the nC2' C-switches among the k are avai
lable is formulated thus 1 . 

For the distribution .of the number of oyoles 
required, a dist"inotion should be made be
tween two oases. 

1) n C2 r ° 
. Suppose that the last ·cyole of the "balance" 

group is the i th oyole. The probability that 
there will be more than j oycles - provided 
that j ~i - oan be formulated as follows, 
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where 

:1. - i .ng+n (i .0,1,---,uC1 ) M 
n RS n .~ 

jr - j-~. G~~ E,,(xl-'"'"""}...;......· -(X-i/i--n 

KA - k. ~/nsj + k1 . 1-0 

A - 1{"0( TAJ ~n.rAJ 
o 

The consequence of the above formula is that 
PAS <>0) - 1, as it should be. 
·Furthermore, we may pose. 

~) 

where (j-i, i+1,--,~S) 

jv"fj-~s+ils.{1+t(::nRsjJ .if j>i 

lnRs if j • i( l .. ~ if jai) 

jm- 1_[~C~RS)] 
if j>i 

if ~ • i 

.~ .. uC10ns+nRS - maximum number of oycles. 

The probability of oongestion is defined as the 
probability that after ~ oyoles no free and· 
available AJ oan be found (it was already observed 
that it is aotually a waiting problem we have to 
deal with here). If fin represents the probability 
that the last oyole of the "balanoe" group is the 
ith oyole, the following formula for the probabi
lity of congestion oan be giv~nl 

where 

The formula oan be oheoked by deriving it direot 
from the point-to-point diagram. 

• 

e 

e· 

e 
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2) nC2 - 0 

There is ho "balance" group here so that probabi
lities become ' unoonditional: 

where 

ETAJ (A) } 

ETAJ_leA(A) 

Jr and leA are defined as for nC2 f O. 

In this oase PA()O) ~ 1. The probabi-
lity of congestion oan be written as follows: 

nc ETAJ (A) 

PA (>~) .. ~ ~(k). ETAJ_KJA) 

where KU .. kuC1 • 

8. Loss probability of AJ or IT to OT 

The !runk Link Network (TLN) oonsists of 4 or 6 
switching stages. Since the in~ets and outlets of 
the TLN have a relatively high rate of oocupancy, 
the 4-stage TLN is composed of an expanding part 
and a reducing part. With the 6-stage TLN a 
mixing part is inserted between the other two to 
increase the number of paths. First, we shall 
discuss the 4-stage TLN and, next, the 6-stage 
version. 
The expanding part is composed of blocks (TB-A) 
having 64 inlets and 96 outlets formed by two 
switching stages. The first stage (D-stage) has 
8x12 switching matrices, the second (E-stage) 
8x8 switching matrices. (see Fig. 5). 

T8-A 

~ 
D E 

• 

Fig. 5: 
TLN having 8 blocks TB-A and 8 blocks TB-B. 

The number of TB-A blocks, of course, is governed 
by the number of AJs, ITs and Ss to be connected. 
The reducing part consists of an F-stage having 
8x8 switching matrices and a G-stage having 12x8 
switching matric~s. A TB-B block, here, has 96 
inlets and 64 outlets. The 96 outlets of a TB-A 
block are connected to the inlets of a TB-B block 
in such a manner that the links are distributed 
over the TB-B blocks as uniformly as possible. 
For example, if there are 8 TB-B blocks, 12 links 
of block TB-A will be routed to each TB-B block. 
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For the design of the TLN it will be necessary 
to determine the number of TB-B blocks. I~ broad 
lines this is done ' as follows: 

First, a certain number of blocks is assumed. 
For a given inlet' efficiency and given volumes of 
traffic to the various internal or external rou
tes, we may oalculate the numbers of BJs, OTs and 
Rs required for a prescribed loss probability. 
These numbers can be used to find the number of 
TLN outlets required and, hence, the number of 
TB-B blocks. If this number equals the assumed 
number, our design is correct. , If it is not equal 
we shall have 1;0' increase or decrease the assumed 
number and repeat the calculations, 'etc. 
The design, therefore, is based on the calcula
tion of the loss probability of AJs or ITs for a 
certain route, at a given configuration and inlet 
efficiency of the TLN, and given traffic and 
number of outlets for that route. We shall now 
discuss this calculation in greater detail. For 
the sake of simplicity the influence of Ss and 
Rs will only briefly be touched upon. 

The point-to-point diagram below (Fig.6) repre
sents the AJ or IT to OT oonnection. 

Fig. 6: 
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OT 

Point-to-point diagram for ,the AJ or IT or OT 
connection. 

The diagram can give a very rough overall 
illustration only, because several faotors will 
vary from case to oase. The fact, in the first 
place, is that the number of TB-B blocks and the 
number of G-switches per block incorporated in 
the diagram is governed by the number of lines 
~] of the outgoing line group. For instanoe, if 
tnere are 12 TB-B blocks and if nu a 20, there 
will ,be 4 blocks with 1 and 8 blocks with 2 out
lets for that route. This can be readily incor
porated in a computer program. 
More difficulties are involved in the second 
factor, viz. the link configuration between the 
E and the F-stage. (It may be incidentally noted 
here that not every E-switch can be oonnected to 
every TB-B block in the diagram when this number 
of blocks is greater' ,than' the number of the out
lets of an E-switoh. For this reason the link 
configuration is .indicated by broken lines). 
The link configuration adopted as an approxima
tion is outlined below. 
The approximation is intended to keep the calcu
lation manageable for practical purposes. 

The link oonfiguration be,tween the E-stage and 
the F-stage has as a consequence that there are, 
as a rule, two different values (f1 and f 2) of 
the number of F-switches per block in the diagram 
(Example: vIi th 10 blocks there may be 4 with 9 
and 6 with 10 F-switches, because there is a to
tal of 96 EF-links in the diagram). Furthermore, 
as observed already, there usually are two values 
(g1 and g2) of the number of G-switc~es per 
block in the diagram. Thus, the blocks can be 
divided into , 4 groups: there are bij groups that 
have fi F-switches and' gJG-switches (i,j=1,2). 
If now at a "call" moment k DE-switches are free, 
there will be nk(nk=0,1,--,k) of the k a.vailable 
E-switches which have, and k-nk which do not hav~ 
oonnections with one or more F-switches of a 
certain block. The number of available F-switches 
of the block will depend on which k E-switches 
are available. 



As an approximation it is assumed tha t - indepen
dent of the question which E-switches are availa
ble - there are bij (ilk) among the bij blocks, 
where 1 of the f ij F-switches are, in principle, 
available. These values bij (ilk) are calculated 
as an average of the possible distributions of 
the k available svri tches over the nD E-swi tches. 
When defining Pm as probability that a certain 
G-swi tch is available if there are m C-swi tches 
in the G-switch module available and fFG (j) as 
the probability of j fre e inlets among the iG in
lets of a G-switch, Pm may be formulated as 
follows: 

iG 
Pm= L 

j=o 
} (m=O, 1 ,---,f4 

or £2). 

This formula may' then be used to calculate the 
probability hi1 (jlk)that j G-switches in a cer
tain block will be available if k DE-links are 
free and the module has 1 F-switches which are 
in principle available: 

where ~ represents the probability that an F
switch which is in principle accessible is actu
ally not available because its connections to 
available E-switches are engaged. If the F-switch 
has one such a connection, then ~ represents 
efficiency 'I. EF of the binomial distribution 
assumed for EF. When several EF-links can be con
nected to a certain F-switch we may calculate an 
average number of links per F-switch (lavge) as 
an approximation so that 1'l. = '1 lavge. 

EF 
Distribution hi1(jlk) is numerically convoluted 
b1i(lfk ) + b 2i (lJk) times. 

This results in distribution ril(jlk) (i=1,2). 

Because b=0,1,---, f 2• we thus obtain 2(f2+1) 
distributions. These are numerically summed to 
one distribution for a certain value of k, viz. 
r(jlk). The probability that there will be j 
available G-switches over all blocks can then be 
expressed as: 

f DE (k) • r (j .'1 k) 

where fDE(k) represents the probability that at 
a "call" moment there are k E-switches available. 

If each G-switch in the point-to-point diagram 
gives access to one OT (for other cases the cal
culation will be slightly more complicated), the 
loss probability can be formulated as: 

nu . Enu (~) 
W A T ~OT = ~ f G (J ). Enu _ j (~) 

J=O 

We should add here that both with fDE(k) and 
with ffG(j) several sources (iD and uG' respec
tively) that offer traffic to a full availability 
group (of nD and iG lines, respectively) are 
involved, and that it is possible to express the 
distinction between the two groups of sources in
to the distributions. The fact is that the one 
group of sources (AJ,IT,BJ,OT) can seize 0, 1, 
or 2 links (the latter possibility will occur 
when there is a connection to an S or an R while 
a switching path is seized). The other group of 
sources (S and R) can seize 0 or 1 link. These 
possibilities with the related probabilities can 
be calculated into fDE(k) or fFG(j). 

With respect to the 6-stage TLN, the following 
will suffice. The calculations are first perfor
med £or the £irst 4 switching stages as £or a 
4-stage TLN. The result then is the distribution 

·o·f the number of available switches in the 4th 
sta~e. Next, this distribution is substituted £or 
.fDE\k) in a second "4-stage calculation" which 
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9. 

then compris es the last four. stages and results 
in the loss probability. 

Loss probability of AJ Cor IT)-to-B-subscriber 
connections. 

Like the AJs, a certain number of BJs is scanned 
in one processor cycle to detect whether they are 
free and whether they are availabl e to the B
subscriber (provided that the desired B-subscriber 
is fr ee). '3hen in the first cycle one or more free 
BJs which are availabl e to t h e B-subscriber are 
detected, onl y one cycle is sufficient. If no free 
DJ is found in the first cycle, a second cycle is 
necessary, etc. The distributi on of the number of 
cycles required pas a direct bearing on the pro
cessor load, and so has the distribution of the 
number of attempts required. An "attempt" is de
fine d here as an investigation to find whether 
a certain fr ee BJ which is available to the B
subscriber is also available to the AJ or I T. 
The outlines given in section 7 for the cycle 
procedure for AJs apply also to BJs, the corres
ponding symbols being altered accordingly: nTBJ , 

nBJ' nCIB ' nC2B' uC1B, llc2B' nRSB ' ~B are 
substituted for nTAJ' nAJ' nC1 ' nc2' u C1 ' uC2 ' 
nRS ' ~, respectively. Also g(k) plays the same 
role. For the simultaneous distribution of the 
number of cycles required and the number of at
tempts required He shoud distinguish between two 
cases: 

1) nC2B -I 0 

Suppose that the ith cycle is the last cycle of 
the "balance" group. This gives rise to probabi
li ties havin~ the shape of PB (> j cycles n > 1 
attempts IRO), where RO represents the relation 
of order between j and i, viz. 
j=o o<j<i j=i j>i. 

On account of the bulkiness of the formula given 
below, we shall grasp the above 4 possibilities 
in one general expression and give a definition 
of the symbols used for these possibilities. For 
a good understanding of the formula the following 
extra definitions are necessary: 

The 
the 

number of BJs up to the jth cycle that are 
available to the B-subscriber if kC-switches 
are available. 
total number of BJs that are available to 
the B-subscriber if kC-switches are availa
ble. 

above probabilities can now be rewritten as 
probability that the following conditions . are 

fulfilled simultaneously: 

a) r of the kj BJs are free and kj -r are engaged 
(r ~ 0), 

b) at least s=Max (o,1-r+1) BJs of the kt-kj BJs 

are free, 
c) the v:Max (l,r) free BJs are not available to 

the TLN. 

The formula can now be written as follows: 
1! (>J n>,t/,RO): -£ItS8 (~)(:s:.l!." . {~ ,Ck ) . 

R -t-k. k-k.- h .. o ':~rJ f;;: (lc) [t ~" >. ~({,"$-I,,-"ltrt"tr.)~)I{j,,- .... )-nJ' 
k ... k~" 1:";,.. X-II L1 \. k'L ) 1-. k " 

" I.L -", ?1 -"'-I ~ ~--.-? 

(01tS&,k"');) (K_;:~{-k.v\'{~ .&L [L. L;i 

(K)(;-k)f. -k" '.i ;{A~P2-ii' ""~lD} t j +~ l?1:~ 'IrI-'!-;!- W) j:-" -i-r)' T(l?JlJJJ 
where /~ ~ 

~. ·~1'· - ···~71) 
i = in.ns+nRSB (in=0,1,---,uC1B ) 

k t = k(uC1B+1)-k11-k12 

T(h) = probability that a free AJ or IT is avail~ 
ble to h BJs (this probability is derived 
.from the calculation o.f section 8). 

• 

• 

• 



• 
f(m) probability t~at of the nBT BJs available 

to the B-subsc r iber m are • engaged and 
nBJ-m are free ,,,hi lst the condition of t he 
other nTBJ-nBJ BJs is imr:1ater iaJ;::: 

CH: "... -+ "'78-;' "87 IA.. \ i. r"'T~7 157) 
~:rl 2:. *. \. i. -rn 

N (A)' i->n • t. ("'~:r'\ 
TtJ:r a !::!.t.. L. ) 

where NX(Y)= 1:. ., ' and AB=N D(t (an 
1=0 1. 

Erlang di s tribution of th e number of enga
ged BJs being assumed). 

The values of the other symbols of the formula 
are given below. 

o<j<l. 

o jtl1s{1+[~J} 

kO~+-1) - ~, - k.lI 

o 1{~J-1 

')11MB j -~~ ns{ 1+tQ-~"")3} 
• 

kO:l)-kll k(j-.+~_.2.k"-k,,t.-~, 

_ [_ .O-~:.a)J-1 

The distribution of the number of att empts re
quired, PB( > 1) , can be found as a marginal dis
tribution from t he above formula by equating j=ol 

• PB(>l) = PB(>On>llj=o). 

• 

• 

The distribution of the number of cy cles required 
P B ( > j I RO) can be found only partly as a marginal 
distribution (by equating 1=0) because the addi
tional probability of more than j cycles and of 
o attempts has to be taken into account. ---

The second term in the right-hand member takes 121e 
same form as PB(>j 1I>1 !RO), the only diffe
rence being that 

(nBJ-kt) is substituted for the term between 
~nBJ-m 

brackets where the sum over r is indicated. 

To conclude our discussion we shall now return 
to the loss probability which, after all, is the 
aim of our calculations. 
If fin is the probability that the ith cycle is 
the last cycle of the "balance" group, then 

"'et. 
WAr ~T 'l-slIk= 2: +j . l' (>lIHu.fRO)so ..,. ~ ',,-0 .. l!. 

f. <i}lk) [t (YI"I"')(Ylc; .. a){~1.-t.f(",) [f ~-s 
k.o C'k') Ie,wo k, k-k, "".0 C:~ t.C) w .. o 

( kj ) (1<-4-
kj) (~"Tk"* ){tV ~ T(h\f~}J 

er .C) BT t 6t'W 'Y1 _m_'l_S-W h 0 )' ~ 

h 
where kj=kuC2B-ki' 

2) nC 2B=o 

The probabilities are here unconditional and 
PB( >j n» 1) can be found by substituting 

nRSB"'O in the formula for PB(> j n>l\ RO) 
gi ven under 10 , and taking j < i as RO . 
The subsequent procedures for deriving the 
distribution of the number of attempts re
quired and the distribution of the number of 
cycles required , as well as the loss probabi
lity, are similar to thos e in 10. 

10. A few calculation r esults 

As will have been gathered from the description 
of the calcu lation methods, the r esu lts of the 
calculations depend on a great many parameters. 
For this reason we can give only a small selec
tion from the r esu lts. 
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\-l e shall confine ourselves to LLNs with subscri
ber transposition and to a 4-stage TLU (without 
Senders and Receivers) having 12 blocks in TB-A 
and 12 block s in TB-B (s,.,i tching matrices: 
8x1 2, 8x8 , 8x8, 8xl~). 

a. Permissible traffic per subscriber 

As observed before, it is possible to use an 
iteration process fo r f inding t he traffic per
missible at given grade of service, configura
tions of the LLN and TLN and average input effi
ci ency of the TLN . 
-..i e shall invariably base ours elves onl 

WA-subs . -to -AJ = 0 .01 and WAJ or IT to B-subs. 
- 0 . 01 . 

The average input efficiency of the TLU is 0.7. 

Number of AJs = number of BJ (both for 1024 sub
scribers) • 

lDi mens ions of LLN switches number of ~ 
A B C 

AJs DC o(oUi. 
0 

16x8T 8x4 8x4 32 0.6 33 
0.8 37 
1.0 39 
1.2 36 

16x8T 8x4 8x4 64 0.6 62 
0.8 69 
1.0 71 
1.2 66 

M6x8T Bx4 8xB 64 0.6 73 
0.8 81 
1.0 86 
1.2 80 

16x8T 8x4 8x8 128 0.6 119 
O.B 123 
1.0 121 
1.2 118 

T transposition 
O(t t erminating traffic per 

subscriber. 
Cl( originating traffic per 

0 subscriber. 
eX. permissible total traffic per 

~ot. subscriber in mE. 
b. Permissible traffic on outgoing line groups 

The grade of service is: WAJ or IT-.OT - 0.01 

For a given average input efficiency of the TLN 
it is now possible to find by means of iteration 
what traffic is permissible on a line group of 
a given size. 
In the table below our results are compared with 
the traffic values found with the aid of O'dell 
loss formula for smooth traffic. 

Size of Permissible traffic in O'dell Erlan.o:s Line Group Average input efficien (smooth 
cy of TLN. traffic) 

06 0.7 

12 5.6 5.3 5.7 10) 
16 8.6 8.2 8.2 10) 
24 15.0 14.5 14.7 1~l 32 21.6 21.1 21.5 20 
48 ~'5.7 ~'5.2 34.2 20 

The values in parentheses represent the availa
bility assumed in the O'dell formula. 
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